Health Applications

WARNING

AVOID physically touching the Skin with the NANO materials and GANS. Never Consume/Eat Gansse. This is for Experimental and Testing Purpose only. Try at your own risk. Your health is your responsibility. No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study has been established yet. Further Study and Consultation is required. General Public and Open Documentation is required.

For EXTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS

Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
AVOID TOUCHING THE SKIN WITH NANO MATERIALS AND GANS
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For EXTERNAL USE ONLY - DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS
Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
NEVER CONSUME OR EAT ANY GANSES...
ALWAYS USE PROTECTIVE / SAFETY GLOVES
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Testing 2: Gans Health Tubes (GHT)

- **Objective:**
  - To be able to relieve and process other pains and physical ailments resulting to an improved health

- **Methods:**
  - Use a Guide on Accupressure Meridian Points

- **Materials Needed:**
  - Nano Coated Copper Wires
  - Plastic Tubes
  - Hot Glue / Silicone sealant
GHT: How to make?

1. Prepare the Materials Need.
   - Nano Coated Copper Wire (or any diameter size and length desired)
   - 5mm Diameter Plastic Tube
   - Rubber / Sealant / Hot Glue
   - Plastic cylinder/tubes to connect

*How to Nano Coat?*

**Youtube:**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JL64BQeEjEo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JL64BQeEjEo)  
“keshefoundation nano coating”

**Facebook Group:** “How To Create Energy In Your Home - Universal Stone Teachings”
2. Make your Nano Copper wire configurations at your choice
   – Simple pointed and curve
   – Counter Clockwise Single Coil
   – Counter Clockwise Double Coil
   – Other possible configurations
3. Cut some Plastic Tubes at desired length to contain the Gans Mix.
GHT: Configurations

A. Simple Tubes

CCWN.C Coiled Health Tube
(Can be Single or Double Coil)

CWN.C Coiled H.Tube

Gans Health Tube - Wired

CCWN.C Coiled Gans H.Tube
(Can be Single or Double Coil)

CC N.C Coiled Gans H. Tube

Gans Health Tube
1. Always remember in Plasma Technology, Intentions always counts. Your **Good** intentions is amplified and directed to the person. As well as the persons’ own intentions and emotions.
2. Remember:

- The more you give the more you receive.
- Give and it shall come back to you.
- What you Plant, You Harvest.

All of these principles are working in the All Creation that our Creator made.
3. You can try any possible configuration using the Acupuncture Meridians depending on your patients requirement.

*(search in google: “Acupuncture points”)*

http://www.wingchunkwoon.com/
GHT: Configurations

B. Simple Tubes Variations

- Human Skin
- Rubberize Suction
- Multiple Acupuncture Meridian Points
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GHT: Configurations

Pen Cap with Spring

Removable Gans Health Tubes (Multiple Load)

CCW Nano Coated Cooper Coil

Nano Coated Solid Copper Wire

Hard Plastic Pen Container
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GHT: Configurations

E. Bracelet Type

- NHW CCW Coil
- Gans Mix
- Plastic Tube 5mm Dia.
- Syringe Plastic Cylinder with Teflon to seal the Gans Mix
F. Bracelet Type by V.C. Gino Di Serio (FB): Was use for his Fathers Health Condition.

Here is the full Story:

https://www.facebook.com/search/str/golden%20age%20of%20gans%20father%20bracelet/keywords_top?__mref=message_bubble
GHT: Suggested Configurations

G. Helmet Type
H. Socks Pads
I. Shoe Pads
J. NHW Chairs
K. Simple Patches
L. Gloves
NHW: Configurations

Belt with 55 NHW points by Andy Ross (FB)
A. **Coils:**
- Consider the tightness of the Coil (Distance of Gaps)
- Number of Windings
- Coiling Rotation (CW / CCW)
- Pancake Coil or Vertical Coil
- Use in Health Cups
- Always make a two coils, Magnetical and Gravitational
- Gravitational must be 10% smaller in mass
08-13 to 18-15

1. Tooth Ache – 3 min
2. Head Ache – 5 min
3. Back Pain – 10 mins
4. Muscle Pain – 10 mins
5. Arm Muscle Pain – (Doctor) 10 secs
6. Joint Pains – 10 mins
7. Jaw Pain – 3 mins
8. Itchiness on Skin gone – 3 mins
9. Leg Muscle and Ankle Pains (Doctor) – 5 minutes
Testimony: Processed Condition

- 08/19/2015
- Processed Ailments who have Positive relief from Pain
  - Location / Gender / Ailment / Time Processed
  
  - SM Cebu Cocolife Cashier -
    - Male - Stomach Pain - 10s
    - Female - Back Pain - 10s
  
  - PhilAm Insurance Agents at SM Cebu
    - Male - shoulder pain - 10s
    - Male - 1yr Pain on shoulder joint due to Basketball - 1min
Testimony: Processed Condition

- 08/19/2015
- Processed Ailments who have Positive relief from Pain
  - Location / Gender / Ailment / Time Processed
  - RaiRaiken SM Crew
    - Female - shoulder muscle pain - 10s
    - Male - shoulder pain - 10s
    - Female - Toothache - 10s
  - Petron Panagdait, Cebu Crew
    - Male - Foot Pain / Can not Walk Properly - 10s
    - Male - back pain - 10s
Testimony: Processed Condition

- 08/19/2015
- Processed Ailments who have Positive relief from Pain
  - Location / Gender / Ailment / Time Processed

- PSHospital Parking Crew Basement
- Male - Knee Pain from Operation - 10s  Back Pain - 10s
- Male - Back pain - 10s
- Male - lower left (bugan) leg - 10s

- PSH Nursing Student 4th F/ Nursing Station - Back pain - 10s
Testimony: Processed Condition

- 08/19/2015
- **Processed Ailments who have Positive relief from Pain**
  - Location / Gender / Ailment / Time Processed
  - Cebu International Airport / some of my Friends
  - Female - Shoulder Pain - 10 s
  - Another Female - Shoulder Pain - 10 s
  - Another Female - Back Pain - 10 s
  - Dunkin Donut Male Crew 1- Back Right Shoulder Pain - 10s
  - Dunkin Donut Male Crew 2- Back Right Shoulder Pain - 10s
Thank You.. Peace to All

kfphilippines@gmail.com